Rhinos don't fly. They also have trouble reaching their ears and the backs of their necks where insects torment them.

Tick birds don't thunder across the land raising great clouds of dust. Or great clouds of insects to feed on.

So the rhino and the tick bird have adapted to a symbiotic way of life. The rhino kicks up great clouds of insects the tick bird can feed on, and the tick bird cleans the insects from the rhino.

They live and work together to achieve their own goals. And in the process, they aid each other.

Symbiosis is a very effective way to achieve different goals successfully.

In clinical analysis, many different goals are met effectively by the unique ability of the new SYNCHRON Clinical Systems to work together. Harmoniously. Symbiotically.

SYNCHRON Clinical Systems can be adapted to meet each of your specific goals. They can work alone as dedicated analysers, or work together to enhance further their capabilities. They even can be physically joined to create expanded systems.

However you design your laboratory, you always can rely on the total compatibility—the symbiosis—of the SYNCHRON Clinical Systems to meet your different analysis goals effectively.

For details on the unique advantages of the SYNCHRON Clinical Systems in your laboratory, please use the reader enquiry card. Or contact your local Beckman sales office.